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Though giving necessary background information, the central interest of the article
is Kepler’s use of numerical analysis to solve the problems generated by his elliptical
model for planetary movement as well as by his hypothesis vicaria, a generalization
of the Ptolemaic equant model which his calculations then allowed him to rule out.
The author describes Kepler’s methods in rather general terms, without going into the
technical details but referring to recent literature where these are treated to the full;
in particular he discusses Kepler’s indirect inspiration from the traditional regula falsi,
his use of quasi-infinitesimals (magnitudes so small that errors fall below the limits of
observation, not genuine infinitesimals), his use of iteration (again until the point where
changes produced by the next step are below the same limit), and his use of nested
iteration (labelled duplex false positio by Kepler, “two-fold false position”, not to be
mixed up with what is usually known as the “rule of double false”, which is simply
Kepler’s regula falsi). The author points out that iteration was a familiar technique,
while nested iteration is likely to have been Kepler’s own invention. He further points to
the conflict between Kepler’s numerical approximations and iterations and his otherwise
very classical metamathematical ideals (and the reserves with which Kepler’s methods
and results by contemporaries sharing these ideals).
The article also mentions the mechanical calculator created by Kepler’s friend Wilhelm
Schickard, more powerful than the one created by Pascal twenty years later but never
brought beyond a working prototype, destroyed in a fire before Kepler could make use
of it.
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